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During the next 5 weeks of  ThankFULL, 

it is my hope that these devotions and 

family activities will help your children de-

velop a spirit of  gratitude towards our 

God, but they are also to help equip you as 

the parents to develop a few skills to be-

come a stronger spiritual leader in your 

household.  

During a normal year, a child may spend 

less than 100 hours at the church. We get 

so little time to make a big impact on their 

spiritual development. But you have the benefit of  being around your children all the time and 

have far more opportunities to develop their spirituality and discipleship. The responsibility is 

great, but the it does not have to be intimidating. First and foremost, children learn by example. If  

you want them to learn how to pray, they should see you praying. If  you want them to love their 

neighbor as Christ commanded, they should see you also loving your neighbor. Secondly, children 

learn through experience. In this packet you will find several simple devotional activities to teach 

your child about being ThankFULL. Having a spirit of  gratitude takes some intentionality but that 

does not necessarily mean the practices and devotionals have to be regimented. Find natural places 

in your family life to do these activities together. Spend a lot of  time in the car together? Put the 

jar of  prayer prompts in your cupholder and make your commute time together more meaningful. 

Are all the members of  your family on five different schedules and rarely together? Ask them indi-

vidually to make a ThankFULL chain link every day on their own time, then when you do have 

time together, read the chain links. Is bedtime the only time your kids slow down? Add the prayer 

cube to their bedtime routine as you close out the day.  

Life already has enough pressures. Your children have enough homework. These devotional activi-

ties are simple enough to fold into your daily practices and natural family rhythms. Hopefully, by 

the end of  these 5 weeks, your child or your family may find a spiritual practice that will continue 

being a part of  your daily life and in your walk with Christ.  

And if  you need to fill your cup in order to fill the cup of  your family, go to  our website at  

www.buncombestreetumc.org and to find adult devotional materials, that include weekly devotions, 

worship video playlists, and journaling prompts.  

With a ThankFULL heart,  

Rev. Karen Jones 

Associate Minister of  Christian Education  
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Parents,  

 

We teach our kids to say “thank you” when they are very young, usually after you give them some-

thing that they want or need. Sometimes you have to remind them to say “thank you.” But the 

connection is very concrete and obvious. You are the giver, there is a gift, they are the recipient, 

and the response is “thank you.” It is more difficult when the Giver (God) cannot be seen, or the 

gift isn’t obvious. This week, help your child be more watchful and attentive. You can ask them 

these questions to help them be more attentive to what God has created:   

 

What is something small that you are thankful to God for?  

What is something invisible that you are thankful to God for?  

What is something that you smell that you are thankful to God for?  

What is something that you can hear that you thankful to God for?  

 

On page 4 and 5, you will find a prayer cube to make these questions more challenging and fun. If  

your child rolls to “T” help them think of  something that starts with that letter that is also small, 

invisible, etc.  

 

THANKS Prayer Cube  

1. Introduce the THANKS Prayer Cube as a fun way to remember to pray to God and give 

thanks. For younger children, point out that the letters on the cube spell “Thanks.”  

2. Decide as a family when you will use this THANKS Prayer Cube and how often. Pick a 

time and stick with it to make it a regular spiritual practice in your household.  

3. Roll the THANKS Prayer Cube.  

4. Invite family members to think of  something that starts with the displayed letter that 

they are thankful for.  Use the prompt: 

5. “What starts with the letter ___ that you are thankful to God for.” 

6. After each family member has given thanks for something, someone can say the prayer:  

7. “Thank you God for (repeat the things everyone said), and for all the things you created 

that start with the letter___. Amen.”  

Being ThankFULL means paying atten-

tion  

 
“Devote yourselves to prayer,  

being watchful and thankful.” Colossians 4:2 
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ThankFULL Prayer Chain 

Whenever your child says they are thankful for something, have them write it down or draw it on a 

strip of  paper. At the end of  the day, week, or end of  ThankFULL, connect the strips of  paper to 

make a Prayer Chain. The words they write and the chain you create is a prayer of  thanksgiving to 

God.   

 

1.  Cut strips of  paper. You can use the example 

below as a template. Feel free to use patterned or 

color paper.  (Psst...Advent is around the corner 

and you can go ahead and use Christmas colors for 

your strips so that by the end of  the 5 weeks you 

will have a garland for your house or tree!)  

2.  Write what you are thankful for on a new strip 

every day.  

3. Bring the ends of  the strip together to make a 

loop and secure it with tape or staples.  

4. The next strip will be threaded through the first paper loop to make a chain.  

5.  Continue adding to your paper chain throughout the 5 weeks of  ThankFULL. 

 

 

 

If  you are really crafty, you can make a fun garland like the 

picture on the right. For inspiration and instructions, go to:  

https://blog.vickybarone.com/2013/09/10/diy-paper-strip

-garland/ 

 

 I am thankful to God for …  

 I am thankful to God for …  

 I am thankful to God for …  

 I am thankful to God for …  

https://blog.vickybarone.com/2013/09/10/diy-paper-strip-garland/
https://blog.vickybarone.com/2013/09/10/diy-paper-strip-garland/
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Craft Instructions:  

1) Print this page 

2) Invite child to color the 

letters 

3) Cut along the lines 

4) Fold along the dotted 

lines to make a cube 

5) Tuck tabs into the cube 

and secure using either 

tape or glue 

 

Thank-full Prayer Cube   

For younger children who are 

learning the alphabet, you can help 

them think of  words that have the 

letter’s sound in it.  

 

For older children, don’t just ask 

them to name something they are 

thankful for that starts with that 

letter, but ask them specifically 

why they are thankful.  
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Parents,  

A big part of  being The Church is being in community with one another. This week, we are fo-

cusing on being ThankFULL for other people. Ask your child think through the people in their 

lives that helped them walk through their faith. Help them understand not only who makes up 

their faith community, but how these people instill the love and grace of  God in them too. You can 

use these questions throughout the week to help you give thanks to God for the people in your 

child’s life: 

Who prays for you?  

Who taught you how to pray?  

Who taught you how to read the Bible?  

Who makes you feel welcome when you come to church?  

Who makes you feel loved, even when you make mistakes?  

Who teaches you the stories of  God and God’s people? ...of  Jesus?  

After your child lifts up these names, say a prayer to God in thanksgiving. Then, share a word of  

thanks with these people. On the next 2 pages, you will find 4 different “thank you” cards that 

can be filled out or colored, according to your child’s interest and ability. Invite your child to deco-

rate the cards and send them to the people that have helped them grow in their faith. When you 

mail the card, tell the recipient about ThankFULL and be sure to tell them how their actions have 

made an impact on your child’s life.  

 

Variation:  

If  you found the prayer cube worked well for your family last week, continue to use the cube with 

this week’s theme. Invite your child to think of  a person that they know that starts with the letter 

rolled and give thanks to God for that person. If  they have trouble thinking of  a person’s name 

with that letter, you can use these categories as prompts: 

T = Teaches you?  

H = Helps you? 

A = Accepts you?  

N = Nice to you?  

K = Knows you well?  

ThankFULL for others 

 
"I thank my God every time I remember you.”  

Philippians 1:3 
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“We remember your work that comes from faith, your effort that comes from love, and your persever-

ance that comes from hope in our Lord Jesus Christ in the presence of our God and Father.” 1 Thessa-

lonians 1:3 

 

Dear _____________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you for_____________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

You are so _______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Love __________________________     
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Parents,  

Sometimes little people can have big feelings. Just because they are children doesn’t 

mean they don’t feel anxious sometimes. How do we honor and validate our child’s 

feelings while teaching them gratitude? There is a great video on Youtube called 

“Anxious - The Feels: A Story About You and Your Feelings” that helps explain what 

anxiety is and what it feels like. Consider watching it with your child to see if  it reso-

nates with them. You can find it at:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=tQrWZL0ZMp0 

 

This week, help you child find God’s peace through prayer and thanksgiving. A great 

way to overcome anxiety or fear is to take deep breaths and there is a prayer practice 

that is over a 1000 years old called Breath Prayer. Teach your child how to use the 

Breath Prayer this week and remind them of  this practice whenever they feel anxious.  

 

On the next page, you will find different breath prayers for you and your family to do 

together this week of  ThankFULL. It is a great spiritual practice for any age.  

 

 

 

 

Being ThankFULL gives you peace  
“Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by 

prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to 

God. And the peace of  God, which transcends all understand-

ing, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.”  

Philippians 4:6-7 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQrWZL0ZMp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQrWZL0ZMp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQrWZL0ZMp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQrWZL0ZMp0
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Breath Prayer Instructions 

Take a deep breath and on the inhale, pray these words:   

 

“Thank you God…”  

On the exhale, pray these words:  

“...for giving me peace.”  

Continue breathing and praying until the anxiety fades.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can create your own breath prayer. Just make sure the phrases are short enough 

to say in one breath. Other breath prayers that might be helpful:  

(inhale) Peace of  Christ, (exhale) guard my heart.  

(inhale) I will not be afraid, (exhale) for Christ is with me.  

 

Practice the Breath Prayer with your child this week of  ThankFULL and continue us-

ing the spiritual practices from previous weeks .  

 

Journaling for Older Kids  

If  your child is feeling particularly anxious this 

week, have them write down the source of  that 

anxiety, fear, or worry. Say a prayer asking God 

receive that worry. Then, have them strike 

through that word or sentence, and beside it 

write down 3 things within that situation that  

they can be thankful for.   

Thank you 

God... 

...for giving me 

peace 

Anxiety  

THANKFUL 
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ThankFULL to God  

 
“Give thanks to the Lord, for he is good;  

his love endures forever.” 1 Chronicles 16:34 

Parents,  

Sometimes we say “thank you” hastily, half-heartedly, or habitually, but to whom are 

we saying these words of  thanks? Are we releasing them into the universe, or are we 

deliberately directing our thanksgiving to God? Being ThankFULL means being inten-

tional and thoughtful about to whom we give thanks. God is the source of  all good 

things, and when we say “thank you” to God, we are not only recognizing all the 

many gifts and blessings that are provided to us, but we are also drawn closer to God.  

This week’s activity helps us become more aware of  our blessings and it will also help 

us focus our thanks to God.   

 

Prayer Prompts to God 

On the next page, you will find several prayer prompts. Print the page and cut the 

prompts into strips and put them in a jar. Find a natural time to use this prayer prac-

tice with your family during the week. It can be during meal time, bed time, or if  you 

find you spend a lot of  time commuting in the car, put the jar in your cupholder.  

Each person can draw their own pray-

er prompt, or you can draw one 

prompt for everyone to use that day.   

 

If  you are feeling crafty you can write 

the prompts onto popsicle sticks.  
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Something at comforts me that I’m thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Something that is funny for which I’m thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Something in nature that I’m thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

A memory that I’m thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Something that changes that I’m thankful to God for is... 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

A challenge that I’m thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Something interesting that I’m thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Something beautiful that I’m thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Something money can’t buy that I’m thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Something strange that I’m thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Someone I am thankful to God for is… 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

When I am sad, I am thankful to God for... 
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Parents,  

One of  the greatest challenges of  having an attitude of  gratitude, whether you are a child or an 

adult, is when circumstances are against you. How do we teach our children to give thanks when 

they are having a bad day or when the world seems to be against them? First of  all, honor your 

child’s feelings. If  they are sad, help them find comfort that God is sad with them. Second of  all, 

help them to know that being thankful in all circumstances doesn’t mean that we are thankful for 

bad circumstances. It means we can find the good in a bad situation.  

 

Devotional Activity—Darkness Does Not Overcome  

When your child is consumed with sadness or despair, it can be difficult to feel that God is present 

or that there is a light at the end of  the tunnel. But God is always present, darkness will never 

overcome the light. John 1:5 says “The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not over-

come it.” To demonstrate this, darken the room and light a match. (Be sure to do a practice run to 

make sure the lighting is right). You should see something like the image on the right. The hand 

and the match have a shadow. A shadow is when an object blocks out the light, making it seem 

like there is an absence of  light. But look at the actual flame, the source of  light. It does not have 

a shadow. Darkness does not overcome the light, 

but light overcomes the darkness. Talk to your 

child about their observations and how it applies 

to having bad days. God is always present and is 

the source of  light and goodness. Even the 

worse day or under the worst circumstances will 

God be overcome.  

This week, light a candle together while you do 

some ThankFULL prayer practices from the 

previous weeks. Even use prayer prompts like 

“Despite ______, I am thankful to God for…”  

ThankFULL in all circumstances 

 
“Rejoice always, pray continually, give thanks in all circum-

stances; for this is God’s will for you in Christ Jesus.”  

1 Thessalonians 5:16-18 


